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THE REHEATING OF COMPRESSED AIR
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Preliminary Statement.-For many years compressed air has
been employed as a medium for the transmission of power. The
simplicity and relatively high efficiency of air compressors, the economy
with which compressed air may be transmitted for comparatively
long distances through pipe lines, and the variety of air motors and
tools now available have led to the extensive use of compressed air
in mining, quarrying, and tunneling, in various shop processes, and
in the development of power.
Many devices operated by compressed air are run intermittently;
and with such apparatus economy of operation is generally sacrificed
for simplicity and minimum initial cost of equipment. Few air-
driven tools use the air expansively, wherefore their thermal efficiency
is small. When motors are operated continuously for considerable
periods of time, however, economy of operation becomes a considera-
tion, and it is essential that the air be expanded in the motor. Since
the variations of volume and pressure of air during compression and
expansion may be represented by the equation pv" - a constant, air
is heated during compression and cooled during expansion. In the
compressed air plant the heat of compression is quickly dissipated by
radiation from the air receivers and pipe lines, so that when the air
reaches the motor its temperature is little if any higher than that
of the atmosphere. Consequently the temperature of the air after
expansion is so low that it causes serious operating difficulties, result-
ing both from the freezing of the moisture in the air and the
consequent accumulation of ice in the exhaust pipe, and from the
ineffectiveness of cylinder lubrication and resultant loss of mechanical
efficiency. These difficulties may be overcome by heating the air
before its delivery to the motor to an initial temperature such that
the temperature of the exhaust air will be above the freezing point
of water. This heating process is commonly designated as "reheat-
ing, " and the term will therefore be employed in the discussion which
follows.
It should be noted that when compressed air is used as a medium
for the transmission of power the reheating process affords a means
of increasing the total output of power per pound of air through
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the expenditure of a small additional amount of heat energy, and
that no other system of power transmission offers similar advantages.
2. Purposes of Investigation and Significant Results.-This
investigation of the reheating of compressed air was undertaken to
determine the ideal thermodynamic efficiencies resulting from the
heat expended in the reheating process, the efficiency of external
and internal combustion reheaters, the performance of an engine
using air expansively under a wide variety of operating conditions,
and the performance of the same engine operating with steam alone,
and with mixtures of air and steam when steam is injected into the
air pipe as a means of reheating the air.
The results of the investigation of reheaters show that in small
external combustion reheaters maximum efficiencies of from 16.7 to
61.5 per cent may be secured, depending upon the type of reheater
employed; and that in the internal combustion reheater of the type
tested the efficiency varied from 69.4 per cent when 326 pounds of
air per hour was heated, to 83.0 per cent when 1240 pounds of air
per hour was heated.
The tests of the engine using air as the working medium show
that under the most favorable conditions maintained the expenditure
of coke per indicated horse power per hour gained through reheating
was 0.98 pounds, and, per brake horse power per hour gained, 0.90
pounds. Under the least favorable conditions of operation with cold
air the mechanical efficiency of the engine fell to 59.8 per cent, while
under the best conditions of operation with reheated air the mechanical
efficiency was 93.7 per cent.
In the tests of the engine using a mixture of air and steam it
was found that the work done per pound of mixture was considerably
in excess of that attainable by the separate use of the same weight
of each ingredient in the mixture. The interest in air-steam mixtures
developed during this investigation has led to further studies of the
subject, the results of which will be presented in a later bulletin.
3. Acknowledgments.-The experimental work of this investi-
gation was carried on in the Power Laboratory of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering by JOHN N. VEDDER,* Research Assistant
in Mechanical Engineering. During a part of the time, he was
* Now Associate Professor of Thermodynamics at Union College, Schenectady, New York.
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assisted by WILLIAM E. MOSHER,t Research Graduate Assistant in
Mechanical Engineering. Because of uncertainty regarding the ac-
curacy of the method originally employed in calibrating the Venturi
tube used as an air meter during the tests, the tube was recently
recalibrated and all air weights recalculated by CRANDALL Z. ROSE-
CRANS, Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering. This recal-
ibration was performed with the air weighing plant described on
page 81 of Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 120, entitled
"Investigation of Warm Air Furnaces and Heating Systems."
The authors are indebted to the Ingersoll-Rand Company, the
Sullivan Machinery Company, and the Kreutzburg Manufacturing
Company for the loan of reheaters used during the investigation.
t Mr. Mosher died in Washington, D. C., on October 12, 1918. At that time he was
Assistant Superintending Engineer of the U. S. Army Transport Service, in charge of
marine refrigeration.
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II. THERMODYNAMICS OF REIlEAT'ILD A[I: IDEAL CYCLES
4. Case I. No Expansion.-Compressed air may be used in
motors in which there is no expansion of the air, in those in which
there is partial expansion, and in those in which there is complete
expansion. The ideal efficiency resulting from the use of reheated
air-that is, the ratio of the extra theoretical work secured through
the use of reheated air, expressed in British thermal units (B.t.u.),
to the heat added to reheat the air, in B.t.u.-is here developed for
these three cases.
In Fig. 1 let p, = pa p, the initial pressure in pounds per
square foot of air admitted to the cylinder of a motor whose clearance
e 0 A
t d c
FIG. 1. WORK DIAGRAM FOR AIR. NO EXPANSION
volume is zero; and p, = p, - pc = the pressure of the atmosphere.
Assume that Va = the volume in cubic feet of one pound of air
whose absolute temperature is Ta. The theoretical work in foot-
pounds per pound of air at T,, is represented by the area c a d f.
If the air is heated at constant pressure to a temperature T1 , its
volume will become vi, and the theoretical work per pound of air is
represented by the area e b c f. The difference between these
areas, a b c d, represents the additional work per pound of air
resulting from the heat added as "reheat."
The area a bcd = (pa -pa)(vb-- Va) ft. lbs.
= A (p,,-p,) (v,, - v,,) B.t.u.
f2
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w hei A - -- the reciprocal of the Imchatiiical equiv-
alent of heat.
The heat supplied = c, (Tj - Ta) B.t.u.
T
= c,,- (vb - v,) B.t u.,
Da
T. 7',
111since -- = --
V,, V,,
and c, = mean specific heat of air at constant
pressure.
The efficiency ratio then becomes
A (p, - p1)) (v, - v,,) A v,, (p1, - p,)
T7o c, T,
c,,- (v,, - v,,) "
Va
" " - B, the air constant.
T,,
II c, = the mean specific heat of air at, coinstant
volume
B c - c,
A
v,, B c, - c
am1 T' )Pa A p,,
Ience E = (1 - ) = 0.2884 (1 - )k p,,
c,
5. Case II. Complete Expansion.-In Fig. 2 let pe, pa p
the initial pressure; p, = pa = pe = the atmospheric pressure in
pounds per square foot; and va , the volume in cubic feet of one
pound of air at a temperature T, and pressure p,. If in a cylinder
without clearance the air be expanded to the atmospheric pressure pa,
the work in foot pounds for the cycle is represented by the area
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e a d f. If the air is reheated at constant pressure from Ta to Tb,
its volume is increased from Va to vb; and the work of the cycle for
complete expansion is represented by the area e b c f. The differ-
ence between the areas, a b c d, represents the additional work
FIG. 2. WORK DIAGRAM FOR AIR. COMPLETE EXPANSION
per pound of air secured through the heat added. The efficiency of
the reheating process is the ratio of the heat converted into work to
the heat added. With complete expansion of the air, it is obvious
that the efficiency is the maximum attainable.
Since pa v,'1 = Pd Vdn
and pb v," = pc Vc"
the work area e ad f = - pa v• 1- (- ft. lbs.,
n - 1 (Pa
n F /p. n- 1 f
and the work area e bcf= - ib vb - ft. lbs.,
n - 1 p
=-- 
p
. vb 1-- n ft. lbs.
n - 1 P.
The work gained a b c d = n p ( - ) 1 - ft. lbs.,
n- B T - T- ) 1- (d n ft. lbs.
The "reheat" supplied =- c(T - T7') ft. lbs.
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The efficiency then becomes
E n - 1 \Pa c,
(- ( -1 ) Pd" n"]
--k )[,,-)[
-n T1 k va
n k 1T d ]
If the air is expanded adiabatically n becomes equal to k and the
efficiency is reduced to
(p k-1 (v k-1 Td
S\vJ. Ta
6. Case III. Partial Expansion.-The least favorable case for
reheated air used expansively is shown by the diagram, Fig. 3. As
FIG. 3. WORK DIAGRAM FOR AII. PARTIAL EXPANSION
in Case II, the area e a d f represents the work in foot pounds per
pound of air whose initial volume is Va at a pressure pa and tem-
perature Ta. Assume that the temperature is increased to Tb at
constant pressure, and that the volume vc at the end of expansion is
the same as the volume Vd attained after expansion of the unreheated
air to atmospheric pressure. It is evident that the work area is the
smallest possible when expansion is employed if the final volume is
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not reduced below that attained when
pansion of the reheated air is carried
if vc is greater than v,m, the thermal
between that of Case 11 and Case III.
cold air is used. If the ex-
farther than shown, that is,
efficiency will be somewhere
In Fig. 3 the work resulting from the reheat supplied is repre-
sented by the area a b c d, which is the difference between areas
e b c d f and ead f.
area e b c d f
a, nd area c a d f
areta a b c d
Since
n
n - (p, '- ,, v') + V" (p, - p,,)
n
S I (P. V - Pd ()
V (p1) - P,)
n 1
- p p (v, - vJ) - v- V(p - p) ft. lbs.
n- n-1
Suibstituting the appropriate values of pv = BT in the preceding
equation and multiplying by A,
the area a b c d
The reheat supplied
AB [ ',n -1 n(T,, - T,,) - (T, T,) 1 B.t.u.
c,, (T,- T,) ; therefore the efficiency is
(n- (1) T,,-T
I n -1 T,, - T,ý
Since r. V 11
T,, T,,
Cf - ~ (;{';)
T", \V, G)
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S= n (k - 1)
k (n - 1)
If adiabatic expansion is assumed, n
efficiency reduces to
k 1 -
, -1I
- k and the expression for
-1
In this case the efficiency decreases as the volume vC, and tem-
perature T•' increase.
/ni/al Pressure /n /hb per s3 //. Abso/ule
FIG. 4. * THEORETICAL EFFICIENCIES OF AIR- CYCLES
Reference to the efficiencies theoretically attainable in Cases I
and II shows that they are independent of the reheat added and that
they are functions of P' only. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical effi-
ciencies for cycles having no expansion of the air and for those having
complete adiabatic expansion.
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III. TESTS OF REHEATERS
7. Method of Testing External Combustion Reheaters.-Most of
the tests of external combustion reheaters had a duration of eight
hours, all conditions during that period being maintained as nearly
constant as possible. Since the reheaters tested and the weight of fuel
consumed were small, the percentage of error in fuel weights due to
starting and stopping the tests would have been increased with a
reduction in time. With eight-hour tests, however, it was felt that
this error would be very small.
Before starting a test a preliminary run of about one hour
was made to insure the maintenance of standard conditions from the
beginning of the test. When the compressor, piping system, and
reheater had reached thermal equilibrium, the fire was quickly drawn
and rebuilt with weighed kindling. This process required about
three minutes, during which the air was closed off from the reheater
and the output of the compressor escaped through the relief valve
on the air receivers. As soon as the fire was properly started the
air was turned on and the test begun.
The fuel used, a coke of good quality, was fired in approximately
equal weights, and at equal intervals of time during each test. The
weights in different tests varied with the weight of air heated; and,
in general, the interval of time was 15 to 20 minutes, except in the
case of the first two or three firings where the interval was shorter.
During the preliminary run the depth of the fire necessary for the
assigned "load" was determined; then, at the beginning of the test,
the fire was brought to this depth in the shortest possible time by
using maximum draft, until the flue gas temperature was 100 to 150
degrees above the normal for the test. This building up period lasted
15 to 20 minutes and the second and third charges were fired as soon
as the previous charge showed red on top.
The constancy of the temperature of the reheated air leaving the
reheater was the regulative factor controlling the tests. To maintain
a constait temperature, a controllable furnace draft was found
indispensable. The draft in the stack, to which the reheater was
connected, was induced and controlled by a jet of compressed air
from a one-eighth inch pipe. A valve controlling the jet of air made
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it possible to obtain any draft from 0.05 to 0.40 inches of water. A
thermometer inserted through a stuffing box directly in the stream
of heated air made it possible to observe the temperature and to
maintain it, with a variable draft, to within about 10 degrees Fahren-
heit of the mean temperature.
A valve in the air pipe about ten feet from its entrance to the
reheater was employed to maintain in the reheater a constant pres-
sure of 100 to 110 pounds per square inch, gage, during most of the
tests. The pressure in the receiver was 10 to 15 pounds higher. The
flow of air was controlled by a second valve in the pipe leaving the
reheater. The proper openings of these valves were determined by
trial during the preliminary run, but slight readjustments were
frequently necessary.
To assist in regulating the draft the temperature of the flue
gases was determined by a Hoskins pyrometer. This temperature was
kept as low as possible to permit the maintenance of the desired
temperature of the reheated air. Samples of flue gas were taken in
aspirator bottles over four-hour periods and analyzed during or
immediately after the test by means of an Orsat apparatus filled with
freshly prepared solutions.
After leaving the reheater the air passed through about 12 feet
of uncovered pipe to a gage-box fitted with a standard orifice. A
pressure of from 2 to 5 inches of water was maintained in the box
and the discharge was computed by using the coefficients recommended
by R. J. Durley.* As the relatively high temperatures might affect
the coefficients of discharge, the Venturi tube, later used in metering
the air for the engine tests, was connected in series with the reheater
and gage-box, and several tests were run with air at different tem-
peratures. As the ratio between the flow indicated by the meter and
the gage-box followed the same law with and without the heater in
operation, the use of Durley's coefficients for the measurement of air
in the test was justified.
This same arrangement of apparatus was employed in calibrating
the Venturi tube used in the tests. This tube is of a standard form
manufactured by the Builders' Iron Foundry of Providence, Rhode
Island. It is flanged for standard 21/ 2-inch pipe connections and has
* Durley, R. J. "On the Measurement of Air Flowing into the Atmosphere through
Circular Orifices in Thin Plates and Under Small Differences of Pressure." Trans. A. S. M.
E., v. 27, p. 193, 1906.
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a throat diameter of 0.75 inches. The standard differential mercury
manometer supplied by the manufacturers of the tube was used in
all tests. In certain air-steam mixture tests, made at a later date
than those described in this bulletin, the question of the accuracy
of the calibration of the Venturi tube was raised and various at-
tempts were made to recalibrate the apparatus by methods other than
the one originally employed. No one of these attempts was successful
until use was made of the air weighing plant* used to calibrate
instruments employed in the investigation of warm air furnaces. A
careful recalibration of the Venturi tube indicated that, with Durley's
coefficients, the original calibration against standard orifices gave
weights of air which were 3 per cent low. Accordingly all computa-
tions involving weights of air originally made for this bulletin have
been corrected to agree with this new calibration. This merely in-
volved the multiplication of the weights of air as originally calculated
by 1.03. The determination by means of the Venturi tube of the
weight of air flowing involves much laborious computation. In order
to reduce the labor and at the same time secure greater accuracy, large
scale graphical charts, prepared for use with the. Venturi tube, were
employed in making the calculations. It seems unnecessary to present
this material here.t
During the tests the following observations were recorded every
10 minutes:
(1) Temperature of air entering reheater
(2) Pressure of air entering reheater
(3) Temperature air leaving reheater
(4) Flue gas temperature
(5) Pressure in. gage-box
(6) Temperature in gage-box
(7) Room temperature
(8) Draft
Other observations and records were:
(9) Barometric pressure (each hour)
(10) Diameter of orifice
* For a description of the plant see "Investigation of Warm Air Furnaces and Heating
Systems," Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Bul. No. 120, 1921.
f The general theory of gaseous flow through Venturi tubes is presented in a paper,
"The Flow of Fluids in a Venturi Tube," by Edgar P. Colenman. Trans. A. S. M. E., v. 28
p. 483.
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(11) Position of damper
(12) Weight of kindling
(13) Time of each firing
(14) Net weight of fuel on scales after each firing
(15) Weight of fuel fired each firing
(16) Weight of residual fuel
(17) Weight of ash and refuse
(18) Flue gas analysis
Samples of each load of fuel placed on the scales were taken and
sealed for analysis. Fig. 5 shows the general arrangement of testing
apparatus, the figures referring to the numbered observations just
listed. The fire was kept up to the standard condition until the end
of the test. About two minutes before this time, the grates were
thoroughly shaken and the ash and refuse collected, weighed, and
preserved. Then at the end of the test the grates were dumped, and
the fire quenched with the minimum quantity of water necessary.
The residual fuel was then collected, weighed, and preserved.
Fia. 5. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR TESTING
EXT•RNAL COMBUsTIoN REHEATER
8. Definitions and Notation Employed.-In rating compressed
air equipment it is customary to express capacity in cubic feet of
free air per minute. The term "free air" is loosely used, and
without specific definition is meaningless. As employed in this
bulletin the free air unit is one cubic foot of air at a temperature
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of 62 degrees Fahrenheit and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square
inch absolute. The volume of a pound of air at 62 degrees Fahrenheit
and 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute pressure is 13.147 cubic
feet. The weight of a cubic foot of free air is 0.07608 pounds. One
pound of air per hour is equivalent to 0.21906 cubic feet of free
air per minute.
The specific heat of dry air at constant temperature, c, does
not greatly vary within the temperature range employed in this in-
vestigation, but when moisture is present, the change of specific heat
for small temperature changes is marked. According to Swann, the
specific heat at constant pressure of dry air at 20 degrees centigrade
(68 degrees Fahrenheit) is 0.24301. In computations made in this
investigation the value of c, for dry air was taken as 0.243, and it was
assumed that the air before reheating was saturated with water
vapor. By the theory of mixture of gases and vapors it is possible
to calculate the value of c, for such mixtures. Values of c, thus
calculated are given in the various tables presented.
The efficiency of a reheater is the ratio of the heat absorbed by
the compressed air to the calorific value of the fuel charged against the
reheater. The numerator of this fraction is the product of the weight
of air heated in pounds, the specific heat of the air at constant pres-
sure, and the rise in temperature in degrees Fahrenheit; the denomi-
nator is the calorific value of the total fuel fired minus the calorific
value of the residual fuel either with or without the fuel in the ash-
depending upon whether the efficiency of the grate is excluded or
included. In internal combustion reheaters using liquid fuel the
denominator is the calorific value of the liquid fuel consumed.
For convenience of reference the designations of all tests are
explained as follows:
Reheater tests are designated by two numbers and a letter. The
first number denotes the approximate quantity of free air in
cubic feet per minute; the second, the approximate temperature of
the air after reheating; and the letter is added only for the sake of
distinction; e.g., 150-400-a.
Engine tests using air are designated by four numbers: first,
a serial number; second, the gage pressure at the throttle; third, the
temperature at the throttle; and fourth, the approximate cut-off in
per cent of the engine stroke; e.g., 50-100-200-25.
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Air-steam engine tests are denoted by the letters A-S followed
by the gage pressure at the throttle and the approximate percentage
of steam in the mixture; e.g., A-S-100-10.
Tests with steam alone are designated by the letter S, followed
by the gage pressure at the throttle; e.g., S-80.
9. Tests of Type I Reheater.-This reheater consists of a cast
iron fire-pot in the form of the frustrum of a cone, with base down-
ward, and surrounded by a shell with an annular space through
which the air circulates. A detachable grate at the bottom of the
fire-pot made it possible to draw the fire in a few seconds. Since the
air heating surface completely surrounds the fire-pot, the tempera-
ture of the exterior of the reheater is not greater than that of the
reheated air; hence the loss by radiation is small. Type I reheater
has an effective heating surface of 2.9 square feet, and, when reheating
air to 400 degrees Fahrenheit, a capacity of about 200 cubic feet of
free air per minute.
Coke was used as a fuel in all external combustion reheater
tests. The samples of coke, residual fuel, ash, and refuse collected
during the several tests of the Type I reheater were analyzed by the
Department of Chemistry of the University of Illinois with the fol-
lowing results:
Calorific value per pound of air-d:
the oxygen calorimeter .
Proximate analysis of air-dry coke:
ry
Fixed carbon . . . . . .
Volatile matter . . . . .
Moisture . . . . . . .
Ash . . . . . . . .
Moisture on drying . . . .
Sulphur determined separately .
(3) Ultimate analysis of air-dry coke:
Carbon . . . . . . .
Hydrogen . . . . . . .
Oxygen . . . . . . .
Nitrogen . . . . . . .
Sulphur . . . . . . .
Ash . . . . . . . .
Moisture at 105 deg. C. .
B.t.u.
coke as fired, by
. . . . . . 12 992
Per Cent
. . . . . . 88.76
. . . . . . 1.65
. . . . . . 0.55
. . . . . . 9.04
100.00
. . . . . . 0.00
. . . . . . 0.25
. . . . . . 87.21
. . . . . . 0.74
. . . . . . 1.34
. . . . . . 0.87
S. . . . . 0.25
. . . . . . 9.04
S. . . . . 0.55
100.00
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(4) Proximate analysis of residual fuel:
Carbon . . . . . . . 86.30
Earthy matter . . . . . . . . . 13.40
Moisture . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0.30
100.00
(5) Proximate analysis of ash and refuse:
Carbon . . . . . .. . . . . . . 30.92
Earthy matter . . . . .. . . . . . 68.93
Moisture . . . . . . . . 0.15
100.00
It was assumed that each pound of wood used as kindling hlad
a calorific value of 0.4 pound of coke, and that each pound of oil used
in kindling the fire had a calorific value of 1.47 pound of coke. The
calorific value of carbon is taken as 14 540 B.t.u. per pound. From
these assumptions and the data from the several analyses the variolv
items presented in Table I were computed. In test 100-300-1) the
weight of ash and refuse was not recorded. Since they were obtained
by computing the ash and refuse from the average grate efficiency,
items 18 and 20 for this test are enclosed in brackets to indicate that
their accuracy is open to some question.
Table 2 presents various data and the economic results of the
tests of Type I reheater. The several numbered columns of the table
present average recorded data or computed results. The methods of
computing the various items are either indicated or obvious without
further explanation. The efficiencies shown under items 14 and 15
are of chief interest. The efficiencies, exclusive of grate, vary from
48.0 to 61.5 per cent. The best efficiencies were obtained when from
100 to 150 cubic feet of free air per minute were reheated.
10. Tests of Type II Reheater.-In-the Type II reheater the
compressed air flowed through a series of east iron coils set in a
casing so that the coils were 12 to 15 inches above the normal level of
the fire. No baffling was provided to force the heated gas over the
coils, and the area of the furnace and casing exposed to the outer
air was large; consequently the loss of heat by radiation was great.
The heating surface of the coils was 18.6 square feet. The tests of
this reheater were made in exactly the same manner as has been
described for the Type I reheater.
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Analyses of the fuel, residual fuel, ash, and refuse gave the
following results:
B.t.u.
(1) <Calorific value per pound of air-dry coke as fired, by
the oxygen calorimeter . . . . . . . . . 12 718
(2) Proximate analysis of air-dry coke:
Per Cent
Fixed Carbon ... . . . . . . . . 87.25
Volatile matter . . . . . . .. . 2.24
Ash . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 0.50
Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.01
100.00
Moisture on drying . . . . . . .. . 0.00
Sulphur separately determined . . . . . . . 0.66
(3) Ultimate analysis of coke:
Carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.95
Hydrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20
Oxygen . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2.68
Nitrogen . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1.00
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.66
A sh . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.01
Moisture at 105 deg. C. . . . . . . . 0.50
100.00
(4) Proximate analysis of residual fuel:
Carbon . . . . .. . . . . . . . 58.64
Earthy matter . .. . . . . . .. . 41.22
Moisture . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0.14
100.00
(5) Proximate analysis of ash and refuse:
Carbon . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 18.62
Earthy matter . .... . . . . . . 81.38
Moisture . . . . .. . . . . . . . 0.00
100.00
Tables 3 and 4 present all the essential data and results of the
tests of this reheater. The efficiencies obtained were low, due to
excessive loss of heat by radiation and in the flue gases. With small
loads the fire was necessarily thin and the excess air large; with
larger loads the loss from excess air was reduced, although the flue
gas temperature was abnormally high, and the loss of heat in the
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flue gas large. While the effiieicimes might have been sýo incwlat
improved by substituting a long flaming coal for coke, the general
design of the reheater is not conducive to fuel economy.
11. Tests of Type11I Reheater.-This reheater is of the internal
combustion type using gasoline as fuel. Its capacity is about 250
cubic feet of free air per minute, heated to a temperature of 400
degrees Fahrenheit. The sectional view of the reheater, Fig. 6, shows
lV"i. 6. SECTIONAL VIEW OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION REHEATER
the method of operation. Cold air enters the reheater at A and the
reheated air leaves at E. The iniomiing air enters the space B and
its pressure is exerted on the surface of the gasoline, 1, in the base
of the reheater. C is an adjustable spring loaded valve set to cause
a slight reduction of pressure in the air, which flows through the
THI,; REHEATING OP COMPRESSED AIR
valve into the spae 1) and out at E. A tube, J. having an opening, K,
from the gasoline reservoir leads to a ineedle valve and atomizer at
F, adjustable at L; above the atomizer a combustion tube opens di-
rectly into the space D. Since the air pressure on the surface of
the gasoline is slightly above that in space D and tube H, gasoline is
forced through the atomizing tube upon the electrical ignition coil, G.
The gasoline mixture burns in II and the products of combustion pass
out with the reheated air.
In actual operation it was found difficult to secure and maintain
the proper adjustment of the differential valve, C, and the atomizer.
Considerable difficulty with the electrical ignition device was also
experienced. Despite these difficulties, however, this reheater was
used throughout the various engine tests described in a later section,
and in general it proved satisfactory and convenient. It is decidedly
easier to maintain constancy of reheat with this reheater than with
the external combustion type. The slightest change in the position
of the needle valve controlling the flow of gasoline affected at once
the temperature of the out-going air.
The tests of this reheater were relatively simple. The Venturi
tube already described was employed to measure the air. Its ar-
rangement is shown in Fig. 7, and that of the reheater in Fig. 8.
Fl|. 7. APPAt RATUS [s o'1 TESTINO INTERNAL (COMlBUSTION REHEATER;
(iENERAi, ARRANOEMENT OF VENTURI TUBE
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FIG. 8. APPARATUSFOR TESTING INTERNAL COMBUSTION REHEATER;
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF REHEATER
The numbers shown in these two figures refer to the various observa-
tions necessary, as follows:
(1) Upstream pressure on tube (every 10 minutes)
(2) Upstream temperature (every 10 minutes)
(3) Manometer (every 2 minutes)
(4) Temperature of air entering reheater (every 10 minutes)
(5) Pressure of air entering reheater (every 10 minutes)
(6) Pressure of air leaving reheater (every 10 minutes)
(7) Temperature of air leaving reheater (every 5 minutes)
(8) Gasoline gage at beginning and end of test
(9) Room temperature (once for each test)
(10) Barometer (once for each test)
With three exceptions the duration of each test was one hour;
two tests were continued for 11/2 hours, and one-an overload test
designated as 370-400-f-was stopped after 30 minutes because of
the excessive load on the compiessor. The gasoline used in the tests
of this reheater had a specific gravity of 0.732 and a calorific value
of 20 309 B.t.u. per pound.
Fig. 9 shows the drop of pressure through the reheater at dif-
ferent rates of air flow. During test 370-400-f, the compressor was
unable to deliver the air at the normal pressure of 100 pounds gage;
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in fact the average pressure was only 48 pounds gage. This probably
had an effect on the loss of pressure with an air flow of 370 cubic
feet of free air per minute.
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F[G. 9. DROP OF PRESSURE IN REHIEATER
Table 5 presents the various observed quantities and the com-
puted results. Item 17, the efficiency of the reheater, shows that due
to more perfect vaporization and combustion of the gasoline the
efficiency is better for the larger loads and higher temperatures of
the reheated air. During some of the engine tests described in a
later section, the temperature of the reheated air was maintained at
200 degrees Fahrenheit, and in some instances with comparatively
small rates of flow. Under these conditions the combustion was so
poor that there was a strong odor of unburned gasoline in the engine
exhaust. Since the loss of heat by radiation could not have been
large during any of the tests, it is evident that under the most favor-
able conditions maintained the loss from incomplete combustion was
excessive.
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IV. TESTS OF ENGINE USING AIR AS WORKING FLUID
12. Purposes of Tests.-A series of tests, during which air at
various initial temperatures was used expansively as the working
fluid in a small Corliss engine, was made to determine first, what
proportion of the heat applied in the reheating process is utilized
in the development of indicated work within the cylinder, and as
effective or "brake" work delivered by the engine; and second, the
efficiencies of the actual engine using reheated air in comparison
with those theoretically obtainable. To secure the desired results
it was necessary to establish the efficiencies of the engine under various
conditions of operation without reheat, and to compare these results
with those obtained under similar conditions of operation with the
air heated to the several temperatures, specified by the range of the
investigation. Since the injection of steam in the air pipe has occa-
sionally been employed as a means of reheating the air in order to
overcome operating difficulties with the motor, the experimental
investigation was extended to determine the effectiveness of air-steam
mixtures in comparison with steam and unreheated air used separately.
13. Description of Experimental Plant.-Air for the tests was
supplied by an Ingersoll-Sergeant, two-stage, cross compound com-
pressor, having an approximate capacity of 375 cubic feet of free
air per minute compressed to 100 pounds per square inch gage.
From the compressor the air was delivered to a receiver having a
capacity of 65 cubic feet. From there it passed through the Venturi
tube previously described, to a second receiver-capacity, 17 cubic
feet-employed to reduce the pulsations of pressure in the Venturi
tube, and from thence through the internal combustion reheater,
described in Section 11, to the engine. During the tests using air
only the exhaust air from the engine was allowed to escape into the
laboratory through a short exhaust pipe; during the tests of air-steam
mixtures the exhaust pipe was connected to a Dean surface condenser
having a tube surface of 100 square feet. Above the engine throttle
valve the air line was provided with an effective mixing chamber and
water separator for use. when steam was injected into the air.
FIG. 10. GENERAL ARRANGErENT OF EXPEIUMENTAL PLANT
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The engine used in this investigation was of the simple Corliss
type built by the Murray Iron Works of Burlington, Iowa. Its
principal dimensions are as follows:
Inches
Diameter of Cylinder .... . . . . . . . 8.00
Length of Stroke ..... . . . . . . . 18.05
Diameter of Piston Rod . . ... . . . . 1.87
Diameter of Steam Pipe .... . . . . . . 2.50
Diameter of Exhaust Pipe . . . . . . .. . 3.00
Cylinder clearance in per cent of the total piston displacement is:
Per Cent
For the Head End of the Cylinder . . . . . . . . 5.48
For the Crank End of the Cylinder . . . . . . . 5.63
A specially designed indicator reducing motion of great accuracy
was permanently attached to the engine, which was also equipped
with a positive revolution counter and a Prony brake of excellent
design and unusual steadiness. A pair of Tabor outside spring
indicators were used in all tests.
Wherever necessary, pressures were determined by carefully
calibrated standard test gages graduated in one pound increments.
Temperatures were determined by standardized thermometers, those
at the throttle and in the steam chest being secured by thermometers
immersed through stuffing boxes directly in the stream of air. The
temperature of the exhaust was secured by a pentane thermometer
graduated in degrees centigrade, and placed in a mercury well in the
exhaust pipe as close to the cylinder as possible. These temperatures
are not an accurate measure of the actual temperatures in the cylinder
during the exhaust stroke, since heat was rapidly absorbed from the
surrounding atmosphere by the exhaust air in the pipe. During the
earlier tests a hand pump was employed for lubricating the cylinder;
in the later, a forced feed lubricator was attached to the engine. Fig.
10 shows the general arrangement of the plant.
14. Method of Conducting Test.-To insure a condition of
thermal equilibrium in the piping and engine, the plant was operated
for a period of one and one-half to two hours at the load to be main-
tained during the test. The cylinder of the engine was slow in
reaching uniform temperature conditions, particularly when the point
of cut-off was less than one-quarter of the stroke. When the difference
between the temperatures at the throttle valve and in the steam chest
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hiecanic nearly constant it was possible to begin the actual test. As
soon as thermal equilibrium was obtained, the predetermined condi-
tions of pressure, air temperature, cut-off, etc., to be maintained during
the test were established and the test was started. The order in which
tests were undertaken was so chosen as to require the least possible
change in conditions between tests, for any change involved the
lapse of considerable time between tests to re-establish thermal equi-
librium. The tests using air were continued for thirty minutes, during
which the following measurements were secured:
(1) Upstream temperature of air (every 10 minutes)
(2) Temperature entering reheater (every 10 inutiies)
(3) Temperature leaving reheater (every 10 minutes)
(4) Temperature in steam chest (every 10 minutes)
(5) Temperature of exhaust (every 10 minutes)
(6) Temperature of room (every 10 minutes)
(7) Upstream pressure (every 10 minutes)
(8) Manometer reading of Venturi meter (every 2 minutes)
(9) Indicator diagrams (every 5 minutes)
(10) Height of barometer (once for each test)
(11) Height of gasoline in reservoir of reheater at beginning and end
of test
The pressure and temperature of the air at the throttle and the
load on the brake were adjusted at the beginning of the test and
maintained constant during the test.
When the reheater was not in use the air reached the engine
from the compressor at about 100 degrees Fahrenheit; therefore,
this was established as the basic temperature of the unreheated air.
It was originally intended to cool the air in the receiver to room
temperature by a spray of water, but this plan was abandoned when
it was found that with air at 100 degrees Fahrenheit, great trouble
was experienced through the formation of ice in the exhaust ports
and pipe.
15. Classification of Air Tests.-For convenience the meter,
indicator, brake horse power, and reheater data for all the tests in
which air alone was used are given in Table 6. Of the 63 tests reported
those numbered 1 to 16, inclusive, are tests in which the expansion of
the air was complete to atmospheric pressure; those numbered 17 to
22, inclusive, are the first tests with variable cut-off; those numbered
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23 to 47, inclusive, are the first tests with incomplete expansion; and
those numbered 60 to 63, inclusive, are later tests with variable cut-off.
Obviously this classification is overlapping. Thus the variable cut-off
tests are also incomplete expansion tests. The object in view in tests
17 to 22, inclusive, was the determination of the effects of cut-off when
the temperature and pressure were maintained constant at 400 degrees
Fahrenheit and 100 pounds per square inch gage, respectively.
16. Complete Expansion Tests.-In these tests the load was
a.djusted to give a cut-off such that the release was at atmospheric
pressure and substantially at the end of the stroke; in other words
the "toe" of the indicator diagram came to a well defined point and
was never rounded or looped. As shown by the designation, these
tests were run at four different gage pressures, including 40, 60, 80,
and 100 pounds per square inch. Each pressure was combined with
four different temperatures, including 100, 200, 300, and 400 degrees
Fahrenheit.
It was in the complete expansion tests that freezing of the
exhaust first caused trouble. To expand from 100 pounds gage to
atmospheric pressure requires a ratio of expansion of about 5.3. The
cut-off at this pressure is shown by the indicator diagrams to be at
about 15 per cent of the stroke, the release pressure about 1 pound
above atmosphere, and the drop of pressure at cut-off about 12 per
cent of the initial gage pressure. Then, if subscript 1 denotes condi-
tions at cut-off and subscript 2 those at release, we have the formula:
P, (v2) ' ( 100 + clearance per cent )
p r, \V cut-off per cent + clearance per cent
Taking atmospheric pressure at 14.5 pounds, which was about the
average condition for the tests, we have:
p, = 100 - 12 + 14.5 = 102.5
p2 • 14.5 1 = 15.5
102.5 10 5.5 . 115.5 05) or 6.61 =, ,1
ol 6g I 61 _ I21
lo . . 1 0. 1
log. 5.15 
0.713
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which chpcks v\-r well with tIhe value of it ohbtined by plotting the
indicator diagrams taken under these conditions on logarithmic cross-
section paper. This value of i shows a considerable heat exchange
between the working medium and the cylinder walls. From the
formula
7 _ (\"-  5.15
we find that for air at 100 degrees at cut-off T,= 560 and T, = 438,
that is, the release temperature was -22 degrees Fahrenheit. It is
probable, however, that at cut-off the temperature of the air was at
least 20 degrees below the throttle temperature, as the drop in tem-
perature between the throttle and steam chest is 5 degrees for tests
of this kind. This would make the temperature at release 37 degrees
below zero Fahrenheit. It is not to be inferred that the value of in
found above is constant under all conditions. With cut-off -at 25
per cent of the stroke, or more, the average value is about n = 1.275.
In test 4-100-100-15 the temperature registered by the thermometer
in the exhaust pipe was -11 degrees Fahrenheit. With a later
cut-off and consequently larger amount of air this same ther-
mometer registered 10 to 15 degrees lower than this (see test 31-
100-100-25). It might be expected that the lowest temperature
would be obtained with earliest cut-off. This would occur if the
value of n remained constant under all conditions of operation, but
with quantities of air as small as those admitted when the cut-off
is at only 15 per cent of the stroke the heat absorbed during the
stroke has a greater relative warming effect. In consequence the
value of n increases; conversely, the expansion becomes more nearly
adiabatic as the cut-off is made later.
Calculating the release temperature when n = 1.275, the formula
becomes:
Ti __ 100 + 5.5 0.275T'.. 25 + 5.5
For T,\= 560, this gives /'. 398, or 62 degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
The fall of temperature between throttle and steam chest is not so
great in this case as with the 15 per cent cut-off. We may therefore
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assume that the temperature at cut-off is nearer the throttle tempera-
ture but somewhat below it. It is safe to say that the temperature
of the air in the cylinder just as the valve is on the point of releasing
is between 35 and 50 degrees below zero when the cut-off is at from
15 to 20 per cent of the stroke, and 60 to 70 degrees below zero when
the cut-off is at 20 to 25 per cent of the stroke, the temperature at the
throttle being in all cases 100 degrees Fahrenheit. After reaching
the value 1.275 at 25 per cent cut-off n changes very little, so that
the release temperature now depends only on the ratio of expansion,
and as this diminishes with later cut-off the temperature in the exhaust
again rises as the cut-off becomes later than 25 per cent.
With such temperatures prevailing in the cylinder and exhaust
pipe, any moisture in the air is certain to cause operating difficulties
in a few minutes. The exhaust ports and exhaust pipe become coated
with ice, resulting in an increase in the back pressure which may in
time prevent operation of the engine. During the tests, vigorous
pounding of the exhaust pipe was frequently necessary to clear it
of ice. This was done as soon as the indicator diagrams gave evidence,
through an increase in the back pressure, of such ice accumulation.
In addition to the trouble from the formation of ice, the low
temperature in the cylinder seriously interfered with effective lubri-
cation. The increased viscosity of the lubricant resulting from the
low temperature in the cylinder caused a large internal loss by
friction. This difficulty was particularly pronounced when a mixture
of cylinder oil and graphite was used as the cylinder lubricant. These
two effects of the cold caused the brake horse power and mechanical
efficiency of the engine to show considerable irregularities.
Various expedients were adopted to eliminate the lubrication
difficulties but without complete success in any instance. Figure 11
shows the effect of variable lubrication produced through the in-
frequent injection of oil into the cylinder. When oil was thus injected
it was noticed that a surprisingly large addition of weight was
required to keep the brake scales in equilibrium immediately after
the injection. This method of feeding oil was therefore immediately
abandoned. In Figure 11 the heavy line is the indicator diagram
taken just before lubrication; the dotted line is that taken after
lubrication. The interval between the two diagrams was less than
10 minutes. No lubricant had been injected for more than one hour
prior to taking the first of these diagrams.
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At times the combustion in the reheater was extremely imperfect,
in which case a third factor affecting the mechanical efficiency was
introduced, one whose effect was entirely unmeasurable. When large
quantities of unburned carbon with possibly some free gasoline passed
HE
FIG. 11. INDICATOR DIAGRAMS SHOWING EFFECT OF
CYLINDER LUBRICATION
into the cylinder, it is probable that the cylinder lubricant became
more viscous because of the presence of the carbon, or its lubricating
qualities may have been partially destroyed by the presence of free
gasoline. To reduce these lubrication difficulties, the engine was
finally equipped with a force feed lubricator set to feed 9 drops per
minute. With this device cylinder lubrication was improved although
it was never entirely satisfactory.
The effect of these disturbing conditions can readily be seen by
examination of Items 6 and 7 in Table 7, or from the curves of
mechanical efficiency, Fig. 12. The maximum and minimum mechan-
ical efficiencies obtained under similar conditions are tabulated to-
gether in Tables 9 and 10.
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FIG. 12. EFFECT OF CHANGES IN LUBRICATION CONDITIONS
TABLE 7
OBSERVED VALUES AND COMPUTED RESULTS FOR ENGINE TESTS WITH REHEATED AIR
2 :1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 :32 33 34
Total Air Air Rate Temperature lb. Air i. h. p. hr. b. h, p. hr. 13 OK) B. t. u. el 2 000 Bt u Ful
(deg. F.) B. t. u. Req. per Obtainable: lb. Air Obtainable Applied at Applied at
.Req. to i. h. p. hr. from Air | i Req. per from Air B. t. u. 60% Effi iency 80% Efficiency
eu. ft. cu. ft. cu. ft. Barom- Raise, Air at (Item 3) i. h. p. hr. B. t. u. i b. h. p. hr. (Item 3) . . p, hr. Req. per i. h. p hr. b. h. p. hr.
Designation Pressure Free Air Free Air Free Air eter (in. (Item 3) 1000 F. at Gained Req. per Thermal Efficiency at at Gained b. h. p. hr. Gained Gained Designaton
at Throttle Temp. per min. per min. per min. Average Mercury) from and 1000 F (Item 5 i. h. p. hr. Efficiency Ideal Ratio 100° F. 100° F. (Item 6 Gained per 1000 per 1000
(lb. persq. at Throttle lb. per hr. (60° F., i. h, p I h. p Mech lb. per hr peri. h.p. lb. per hr per b.h. p. Cut-off In Steam At Room 100 F. to Pressure and Less Gained (2546+ Efficiency (Item 22 and and Les (Item 17 B. t. u. B. t. u. lb. pr hr lb. per hr.. lb per hr lb. pr hr
in. age) (dg F) i .7 lb Effiiency peri h p (620 F.. per bh p (62° F.. Per Cent of Chest Exhaust Throttle in Pressure Item 19) (Item 17 + Item 21) (See Note) - Pressure Pressure Item 26) + Add d Added per per per per
per sq. in. 14.7 lb. 14.7 lb. Stroke Temp. Item I in Item 20) I Item 23) i in Item 27) i. p. hr . h.phr i. h. p h b. h p h
Ab.) persq. in persq.in. Item 1 f Item ! Item I Gained Gained Gained.. Gained
i Abs.) Aba.)
1-100-400 15 100 400 505 111 13.(16 1231 90.2 37.1 8.14 41 1 9.00 14 2 336 62 78 29.0 36 400 48.3 10.46 3 20 11 350 22 4 44.4 50.6 (30 8 8 31 4.00 9 110 0 08S 0 111 1 45 1. it 0 71 0 37 1-100-400-15
2-100-3 -15 100 300 527 114 13.3 11.78 88.1 38.0 8.35 44.8 981 148 269 54 77 29.0 25 340 48.3 10.91 2.47 10 250 24,9 44.4 56.0 t608 8 168 3.10 8 170 01098 0 122 1 31 1 0 064 5.2 2-100-300-15
3-100-200-15 0 1 20(0 574 126 13.54 11.25 83.2 42.3 927 49.7 10 87 14,5 188 34 76 29.0 13 760 48.3 11,89 1.65 8 370 30 4 44.4 68.5 (10,8 9 44 1.81 7 020 0.118 0.142 107 0 91 0 53 ( 44 3-100-200-15
4-1(X1 100 -15 100 100 684 150 14,11 10.69 75.7 48.5 10 61 64.0 14.03 15.8 95 - 11 76 29.2 0 48.3 ..... . . ...... ........ ......... ...... . . . . . . . . . . 4-100-100-15
5i- O-4011 20 (0 400 481 106 1266 11.17 88.2 38.0 8.35 43,0 9,44 18.6 297 65 73 29.4 34 600 51.7 0.31 3.35 10 310 24.7 41.3 69,7 (8.0 7.08 4.09 8 470 0,0917 0 118 1 32 1.08 0.65 0 3 5- 80-400-20
6 . 3200 20 80 300 520 115 1251 10.6 851 41.6 9.13 48.8 10,70 18.6 225 39 71 29.4 34 960 51.7 10.03 2.48 10 100 25.2 41.3 611 41S.0 7.65 3.00 8 3201 0.019 0.120 1.291 107 0(3: 052 0- 80-300-20
7 8 1020(120 80 200 522 115 12.35 9 10 737 423 927 574 12.57 17.5 169 15 64 29.0 ...... . I .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 7- 80-200-20
S 80 10 20 8 100 80 14 13.15 9.48 72.0 51.7 11 33 71.7 15.70 21.1 92 - 9 73 29.2 ........ .... .... ... . ........ .... . . .. .. . .. 8- 80-100-20
9 60-400 2.5 A (0 400 446 99 10.89 9.49 87.1 40.9 8.98 47.0 10.28 24.8 298 83 73 29.4 32 340 54.4 8.22 2.67 12 080 21.1 37.1 56.9 73.1 6.10 3.39 9 440 0.082 0.105 1.55 123 175 06 0- 60-400-23
10t 00-300 25 6i 300 481 106 10.75 9.00 83.7 44.7 9.80 53.5 11.71 23.8 222 54 70 28.9 23 080 54.4 884 1.91 12 070 21.1 37.1 56.9 73 1 6.58 2.42 9 440 0,082 0105 1.55 1.23 0473 06O 10- 60-300-25
11- ti0-200- 25 60 20(1 522 115 10.90 8.50 78.0 47.9 10 50 61.5 13.46 24.1 169 37 67 29.0 i 12 520 54.4 9.61 1.29 9 730 26.1 37.1 i 70.6 73 1 7.05 1.45 8 640 0.1031 0.111 1.25 1 11 0 61 0 54 11- (0-200-2
12- 60-100 25 (10 100 6(14 135 10.84 7.44 686 56.6 12. 41 82.5 18.05 248 91 7 80 29.2 0 54.4 .. . . .... .. .. . . . . . . 12- 0-100-2
11 4 40(-35 .4 400 41 92 8.81 7.47 84,8 47.2 10.32 55.5 12.20 34.7 301 104 74 29.4 40 280 61.8 6.73 2.08 19 350 132 31.3 41.3 1048 3.97 3.50 11 500 0 051 0087 2.48 1.47 1 21 72 13- 40-100-35
14 40 300(-35 40 300 435 98 8.35 6.65 79.6 52.1 11.43 65.4 14.33 32.7 215 64 69 28.9 20 880 61.8 7.03 1.32 15 800 16 1 31.3 51.6 104.8 4.15 2.50 8 340 0 063 0.119 2 02 1 07 0 99 0 53 14- 40-310-3.
15- 40-200-35 40 200 480 ! 104 8.71 5.83 67.0 55.1 12.08 82.4 18.05 34,0 166 48 68 29.0 11 520 61.8 7.77 0.94 12 250 20.8 31.3 66.4 104,8 4.58 1.25 9 210 11.082 0.109 1.57 1.18 O 7i 0.58 15- 40200-35
16 40-100-35 40 100 524 116 8.36 5.01 59 8 62 7 13.75 104.8 22.97 32 5 95 25 80 1 29.2 0 61 8 ............. 1- 40 100-35
17-100-100-15 100 400 514 114 14.27 12.98 91.0 36 7 8.02 40.6 8.82 15.7 356 66 69 29.3 37 700 48 2 10.83 3 44 10 920 23.3 44 4 53.6 60.8 8.61 4.37 8 630 0.091 0.116 1.40 1 10 0.(S 0.55 17-100-400 15
18-100-400 17 5 [ 100 400 561 122 15.67 14.37 91.7 35.9 7.87 39.0 8.55 17.4 340 66 78 29.3 40 380 47 6 11.77 3.90 10 330 24.7 44.4 55.6 58.7 9 .56 418 9 050 0.097 0 104 1 31 1.24 0.65 0 61 18-100-400-17.
19-100-40020 - 100 400) 22 136 17.67 16.09 91.1 35.2 7.73 38.6 8.44 20.0 . 360 64 78 28.8 44 800 47.4 13.17 4.50 9 660 25.5 44.4 57.6 56 9 10.94 5.15 9 700 0 100 0.115 1.28 1.11 0.62 0 .5 19-100-400-20
20-100 400-20 100 400 (126 137 18.22 16.42 90.1 34.4 7.54 38.1 8.35 20.3 1 342 64 76 29.3 45 050 474 13.25 4.97 9 080 28.1 44.4 63.3 56. 9 11.04 5.38 9 150 0 111 0.110 1 .11 1.17 0.57 0.58 20-101-400-2
21-100-400-25 100 400 715 157 20.98 18.96 90.3 34.1 7.48 37.7 8.26 24.8 1 344 62 75 29.4 51 500 46.6 15.33 5.65 9 110 28.0 44.4 63.1 54 4 13.15 5.81 8 860 0 .11( 0.113 1.16 1.13 0.57 0,5'i 21-100-410-23
22-100-400-25 100 400 715 157 20.81 18.87 90.6 34.3 ' 7.52 37.9 8.30 24.8 363 65 73 28.8 51 500 46 6 15.33 5.48 9 390 27.1 44.4 61.2 54 4 13.15 5.73 8 990 0,107 0.112 1.21 1.15 0.59 0.57 22-100-400-23
23-10(0400-27.5 100 4001 772 l19 22.63 20 88 92.2 34.1 7.48 37.0 8.10 27.7 346 56 70 29.4 55 620 41 6 16.57 6.06 9 170 27.8 44 4 62.6 54.4 14.18 6.70 8 300 0 109 0 120 1.17 1.17 0 0.58 0.52 23-100-400-27
24-100-400-30 100 400( 812 178 23.34 21.73 93.1 34.8 7.63 37.4 8.19 29.7 364 62 71 29.3 58 470 46.6 17.43 5.91 9 900 25.7 44.4 58.0 54.4 14 91 6.82 8 570 0.101 0.116 1.27 1.10 0.62 0 54 24-100-30
25-100-400-30 100 400 802 176 23.61 21.43 90.7 34.0 7.45 37.5 8.21 29.7 367 64 68 28 8 57 800 46 6 17.23 6.38 9 060 28.2 444 63.5 54.4 14.75 6.68 8 650 0.111 0.115 1.15 1.11 0.57 0.55 25-100-400-30
26-100-400-35 100 400 913 200 26.16 24 47 93.5 34.9 7.63 1 37.3 8.16 34.4 370 67 69 29.3 65 700 46 6 19.56 6.60 9 960 25 6 44.4 57.9 54.4 16.77 7.70 8 540 0.109 0.117 1.28 109 0.62 0.54 2 -100-400-4:.5
22-100-400-25 100 400 715 157 20.81 18 87 90.6 34 3 7.52 37.9 8.30 24.8 363 65 73 28.8 51 500 46.6 15.33 5.48 9 390 27.1 444 61.2 54.4 13.15 5.73 8 990 0,107 0.112 1.21 1.15 0.59 1.57 22 1011-100-23
27-100-:300-25 100 300 775 170 20.58 18.32 89.1 37.6 8.24 42.2 9.23 24.6 268 45 77 29.1 37 220 46.6 16.65 3.93 9 725 261 444 59.0 54.4 14.23 4.09 9 110 0.103 0.109 1.25 1.16 0.61 0.57 27-100-300-25
28-100-300-25 100 :300 763 16(8 20.50 18.33 89.4 37,3 8.18 41.6 9.10 25.5 266 35 66 29.1 36 650 4C.6 16.38 4.12 8 900 2S 7 444 64.6 54.4 14.03 4.30 8 530 0.113 0.117 1.13 1.09 0.50 0.54 28-100-300-25
29-100-200-25 100 200 (611 189 21.26 17.(3 82 9 40 7 8.92 49.0 10.73 25.0 181 14 66 29.0 20 780 46.6 18 58 2.68 7 755 32 8 44 4 74.1 54.4 15.90 1.73 12 000 0.120 0,084 1.011 1.55 0.48 0 75 29-100-200-25
30-100-200 25 1040 200 843 184 20.61 17.84 86 5 40.9 8.96 47.2 10.32 25.2 184 0 66 29.1 20 240 46 6 18 10 2.51 8 075 31.6 44 4 71.2 54.4 15.49 2.35 8 630 0.124 0.116 1.03 1 10 0.50 0.54 30-100-200-25
31-100-100-25 10 100 937 205 20.14 17.29 854 46.6 10.20 54.2 11.86 25.5 100 -26 82 28.9 0 46.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .31-100100-25
32- 80-400-25 80 400 586 129 16.12 14 19 88.0 36.4 7.97 41.3 90.04 25.4 357 73 74 28.8 42 200 50.5 11.60 4.52 9 330 27.3 41 3 66.0 60.8 9.65 4 54 1) 300 0 0.10 0.10OS 1.20 1.2) 0.59 0 .5 32- 80-400-25
33- 80-400 25 80 400 573 126 15.54 13.53 87.2 36.8 8.06 42.3 9.27 25.3 342 50 73 29.1 41 230 50.5 11.33 4.21 9 800 26.0 41.3 63.1 60.8 9.43 4.10 10 060 0.102 0,099 1.26 1229 0.61 0.63 33- 80-400-25
3.1- 80-300-25 80 300 645 141 15.91 13.73 86.3 40.6 8.90 46.9 10,29 25.1 263 51 78 29.1 30 960 50.5 12.77 3.14 9 860 25.8 41.3 62.6 60.8 10.60 3.13 9 900 0.101 0.101 1.27 1.27 0.62 063 34- 80-300-25
35- 80-300-25 80 300 643 144 15.37 13.64 88.7 41.2 9.05 46.4 10.18 24.6 254 36 70 29.4 30 390 50.5 12.52 2.85 10 660 23.9 41,3 I 57.9 60.8 10.42 3.22 9 440 0.094 0.106 1.37 1.22 0.67 059 35- 80-300-25
36- 80 200-25 80 200 699 154 15.70 12 40 709.0 44.5 9.76 56.4 12.36 24.0 180 22 70 29.0 16 790 50.5 13.84 1.86 9 025 28.2 41.3 68.3 60.8 11.51 0.89 18 850 0.111 0.053 1.14 242 0.57 1 17 36- 80-200-25
37- 80-2)0-25 80 200 696 152 15.54 13.64 87.8 44.8 9.83 51.0 11.16 25.1 185 17 08 29.4 16 680 50.5 13.79 1 75 9 550 26,6 41.3 64.5 60.8 i 11.45 2.19 7 620 0.105 0,131 1.23 0 98 0.40 0.47 37- 80200-25
38 80-100-25 80 100 757 166 14.79 12 74 86.2 51.2 11.21 59.3 12.99 24.2 89 -38 70 29.2 0 50.5 ... . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .... .. . . .. .. 8- 80-100-2
39- 80-100-25 80 100 765 168 15.47 12.69 82.0 49.4 10.82 60..4 13.21 25.1 95 -12 82 28.9 0 50.5 ...... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 39- 80 100-25
40 6410)12 25 1)0 40(1 451 99 10.95 8.54 78.0 41.2 9.05 52.8 11.56 24,9 321 81 73 29.3 32 500 54.4 8.31 2.64 12 300 20.7 37.1 56.0 73,2 6.17 2.37 13 700 0.082 0.073 1.58 1 .75 0.77 0.86 40- 6040025
-1 60 400 235 411 4110 450 9O 10.81 968 8(95 41.6 9.13 46.4 10.18 25.2 338 74 71 29.5 32 450 54.4 8.28 2 53 12 810 19. 37.1 53.5 73.2 6.110 3.52 9 220 0.078 0.109 1.64 1 IS 0.80 0.58 41- 601400-2.2
42 60-300-25 (1 30110 473 104 11.72 8.54 79.6 44.1 9.69 55.4 12.13 24.8 260 66 77 29.3 22 700 54.4 8.69 2.03 11 180 22.7 37,1 61.2 73.2 6.46 2.08 10 920 0.089 0.091 1.43 1 40 0.70 0.68 42- 60-300-25
43 6() 300 253 C0 30011 477 104 10 81 9 068( 89.5 44.0 9.67 49.2 10.77 25.1 269 64 68 29.5 22 900 54.4 8.79 2.02 11 340 22 4 37.1 60.4 73.2 6.52 3.16 7 250 0.088 0 139 1 45 0 .9: 0.71 0 .4 43- 6 300-25
4.1 60-200- 25 6M 200 3136 115 10.88 91.36 86.0 48.2 10.56 56.1 12.29 24.9 185 37 62 29.5 12 610 54.4 9.66 1 22 10 320 24.7 37.1 66.6 73.2 7.18 2.18 5 780 0.097 0.173 1.32 4; 74 0.65 0.36 44 60-200-25
45- (K)-200-225 0( 2011 5.40 116 10.83 8.34 76.9 48.9 10.72 63.4 13.90 24.1 182 32 69 29.4 12 700 54.4 9.73 1.10 11 550 22.0 37,1 59.5 73.2 7.24 1.10 11 5:130 0.08i 0.086 1.48 1.48 072 072 45- 60200-25
41 -- 6 - 100 25 t1) 1010 i 566 124 10.66 7 51 70.5 53.1 11.61 75.4 16.51 25.3 88 - 10 59 29.2 0 54.4 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 425
47- 6 100-25 64 11K) 573: 120 10.86 8. 12 74.7 52.8 11.57 70.5 15.45 24.2 97 10 80 28.9 0 54.4 .. . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . 47 60 100-25...... . ... ..- ....I. ... .. . . .. . ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . i ..
48-100-400-25 10t0 400 (183 149 20.55 18.87 91.8 33.3 7.30 36.2 7.91 23.9 344 65 93 29.0 49 200 45.3 15.04 5 51 8 920 28.6 44.4 64.4 54 4 12.55 6 32 7 790 0,112 0.128 1.14 O1 1.56 0 49 48 10(1-400-25
4) 100- 300-25 100 300( 738 162 20.24 18.33 90.6 36.5 8.00 40.2 8.80 24.5 268 51 91 29.0 35 440 45.3 16.30 3.94 8 990 28.3 44.4 63.9 54.4 13.55 478 7 420 0 111 0 135 1.15 0.95 0.57 0.46 49 100-300-25
50 100-200-25 10o) 200 8111 178 20.56 17.70 86.5 39.7 8.69 45.8 10.05 24.6 187 23 89 29.0 19 580 45.3 18.00 2.56 7 640 33.3 44.4 75.2 54.4 15.00 2.79 7 010 0.131 0.14:1 0.98 0. 9 0 48 0 44 50 100-2(0-23
51 100- 10( 25 10( 100 914 200 20.16 15.69 77.8 45.3 9.94 58.3 12.78 24.4 98 -24 85 29.1 0 45.3 20.16 ..... . . . . . . . . ..... I. 100-100-25
52- 811400 25 80 400 516 119 15.51 13.86 89.3 35.2 7.73 39.5 8.64 23 8 337 66 81 29.3 39 300 48.0 11.37 4 14 9 490 26.8 41.3 64.9 60 8 8.98 4 88 8 060 0.105 0.123 1.22 1.03 0 0. 50 52- 80- 00-25
513- 8 1300 25 ) 300 598 131 15.47 13.85 89.4 38.6 8.47 43.2 9.46 23.8 267 54 82 29.3 28 690 48.0 12.43 3.02 9 510 26.8 41.3 64.9 60.8 9.83 402 7 130 0 105 1 141 1.22 0.92 0,60 0.44 53- 80:300-25
4 8-2010 25 80(4 200 4657 144 15.42 12.90 83.7 42.5 9.33 580.8 11.11 24.0 184 27 86 29.1 15 710 48.0 13.67 1.75 8 980 28 3 41.3 68.6 60.8 10.80 2 10 7 480 0.111 0 134 1.15 0.96 0.56 0.40 54 - 80-200125
.55 8 -100-25 80 100 752 165 15.70 11.86 75..5 47.9 10.48 63.3 13.88 24.7 .... - 4 90 29.1 0 48.0 15.70 . . .... ... ... .. .... .. . .... . . .... . .. .... . .. .... 55- 80-100-25
5I I1400-25 (11 400 411 90 10.73 8.96 83.5 i 38.3 8.40 45.8 10.05 24.1 321 83 85 29.3 29 610 51.1 8.05 2.68 11 030 23.1 37.1 62.4 73.1 5.62 3 34 8 880 0 090 0.113 1.41 1.14 0 69 0.56 56- 60-401-25
57- 60-300-25 60 | 300 464 102 11.01 8.63 78.4 42.0 9.22 53.8 11.78 25.0 259 64 84 29.3 22 250 51.1 9.08 1.93 11 500 22.1 37.1 59.8 73.1 6.34 2 29 9 730 0 087 0.103 1.47 1.25 0.72 0,61 57- 60-300-25
.8 601200-25 60 200 514 112 11.22 8.52 76.0 1 45.7 10.10 60.3 13.21 24.4 180 39 84 i 29.1 12 300 51.1 10.05 1.17 10 500 24.3 37.1 65.5 73.1 7.02 1.50 8 200 0 095 0.122 1.35 1.05 0.66 0.52 38- 60-200-25
5(- 60-100 25 (10 100 573 126 11.24 7.49 66.1 51.0 11.16 76.4 16.73 24.4 ... 16 90 1 29.1 0 51.1 11.24 .... . .... . ........ ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 59- 60-100-25
t60-100-400-15 100 400 487 107 14.06 12.64 89.2 34.6 7.59 38.5 8.39 14.1 340 71 87 29.0 35 120 43.8 10.45 3.61 9 740 26.1 44.4 58.8 60.8 8.02 4.62 7 600 0 103 0.132 1.25 0.97 0.61 0.47 60 100-400-15
61-100-400-(20 100 4044 5864 128 17.73 15.92 89.8 32.9 7.21 36.7 8.03 19.2 347 70 87 29.0 42 040 45 8 12.75 4.98 8 460 30.1 44.4 67.9 56.9 10.28 5.64 7 480 0.122 0.134 1.08 0.96 0.53 0.46 61-100-400-20
48-100-400-25 i100 400 683 149 20.55 18.87 91.8 33.3 7.30 36.2 7.91 23,9 344 65 93 29.0 49 200 45.3 15.04 5.51 8 920 28.6 44.4 64 4 54.4 12.55 6.32 7 790 0,112 0.128 1.14 1.00 0.56 0.49 48-100-400-25
62-100-400-30 1010 400 765 168 23.32 21.40 91.8 32.9 7.21 35.9 7.86 | 28.7 355 71 87 29.0 55 200 45.3 16.90 6.42 8 590 29.6 44.4 66.7 54.4 14.10 7.30 7 580 0.116 0.132 1.10 0.97 0.54 0.47 62-100-400-30
63-100-400 35 1011 4(0 874 192 26.03 24.40 93.7 | 33.6 7.36 35.9 , 7.86 33.5 3.57 71 87 29.0 62 850 45.3 19.25 6.78 9 260 27.4 44.4 61.8 54.4 16.06 8.34 7 540 0.108 0.133 1.18 0.97 0.58 0.47 63-100-400-35
NOTE: 14.7 0.286
Item 23, Ideal Efficiency 1- 1)+ 14.7L(Item 1)-+14.7
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ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
TABLE 9
EXTREME VARIATIONS OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY WITH
SIMILAR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
Cut-off at 25 per cent of stroke
400 deg. 300 deg. 200 deg. 100 deg.
High Low High Low High Low High Low
100 lb. Gage
91.8 90.3 90.6 89.1 86.5 82.9 85.4 77.8
80 lb. Gage
89.3 87.2 89.4 86.3 87.8 79.0 86.2 75.5
60 lb. Gage
89.5 78.4 i 86.0 76.0 74.7 66.1
TABLE 10
EXTREME VARIATIONS OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY WITH
SIMILAR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
Various Cut-offs*
300 deg. 200 deg. 100 deg.
High Low High Low I High Low High Low
100 lb. Gage
88.1 86.5 82.9 85.4 75.7
14.8 25.2 25.0 25.5 15.8
80 lb. Gage
89.4 85.1 87.8 73.7
23.8 18.6 25.1 17.5
86.2 72.0
24.2 21.1
89.5 1 78.0
400 deg.
93.7 90.2
33.5 14.2
89.3 87.2
23.8 25.3
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TABLE 10 (CONTINUED)
EXTREME VARIATIONS OF MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY WITH
SIMILAR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
Various Cut-offs*
60 lb. Gage
89.5 78.0 89.5 78.4 86.0 76.0 74.7 66.1
25.2 24.9 25.1 25.0 24.9 24.4 24.2 24.4
40 lb. Gage
84.8 79.6 i 67.0 59.8
34.7 32.7 34.0 32.5
* The lower figures under each pressure are the actual points of cut-off in per cent
of the stroke.
17. Variable Cut-off Tests.-Tests 17 to 22 and 60 to 63 inclusive
were made for the purpose of determining the air economy of the
engine with different ratios of expansion, other conditions remaining
constant. All these tests were therefore made with the same pressure
and temperature conditions at the throttle, namely 100 pounds per
square inch gage pressure and 400 degrees Fahrenheit. The cut-off
was increased from test to test by about 5 per cent, starting with 15
per cent in the first test of each series. At the assigned initial pres-
sure this is the earliest cut-off that could be maintained, since this
gives atmospheric pressure at release and any earlier cut-off would
have caused a loop of negative work on the diagram.
18. Incomplete Expansion Tests.-Of the 3 tests made on com-
pressed air 34 were incomplete expansion tests, the cut-off in each
case being at 25 per cent of the stroke. Since the cut-off was kept
constant during these tests the lowest initial pressure which could be
maintained without the formation of a loop of negative work on the
indicator diagram was 60 pounds per square inch gage.
As shown by Table 7, these tests include three initial pressures,
100, 80, and 60 pounds per square inch gage, each combined with
four temperatures at the throttle, 400, 300, 200, and 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, respectively. With two exceptions the tests were run
under identical conditions; the exceptions being those tests made
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with a pressure of 100 pounds gage and air temperatures of 400 degrees
and 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Tests 27 to 47 inclusive were made
during March and April, while tests 48 to 63 inclusive were made
during the latter part of May. This repetition of tests under the
same conditions seemed desirable when it was observed that there
was a perceptible decrease in the air consumption per indicated horse
power as the season advanced. The curves of air rate per indicated
horse power per hour plotted against temperature for tests made
during one month fell slightly below those made during the preceding
month in spite of every effort to make all conditions the same. The
May tests gave an air rate per indicated horse power per hour of
from 1 to 1½/ pounds less than those made in March. Table 8 shows
these variations. With a cut-off earlier than 25 per cent the variations
in air consumption were even greater than those with 25 per cent
cut-off.
Since the engine employed in these tests was new, the gradual
reduction in air consumption was largely brought about by improve-
ment in the condition of the cylinder and valves, resulting from wear;
and to a lesser extent by the increasing room temperature as the
outdoor temperature increased. Thus, during the tests made in May
the room temperature was about 20 degrees higher than that main-
tained in Macrh.
Table 7 presents certain observed and all computed values for
the whole series of air-engine tests. While the derivation of the
various items is generally obvious, it seems desirable to indicate the
source of the data' or the method of computation of each item listed.
Items 1 and 2 are average values of data from tests.
Item 3 is computed from the Venturi meter data given in Table
6, using the general method described in the paper mentioned on
page 20.
Item 4=Item 3 X 0.219 (see Section 8).
Item 5 is computed from the engine constants, L - stroke in
feet and A = mean area of piston in square inches, the average speed
in revolutions per minute, N, and lhe average mean effective pres-
sure, P, front the various indicator diagrams, by the Flormula
2 PLAN
I. . . 33000
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Iteim 6 is computled 'rom the radius of lbrake arm in i cet, UI,
the load on the scales in poInds, IV, aiid lthe average revolutions per
minute, N, by the formula
2 r R IW' NB. h. p = 33000
Item 7 = Item 6 divided by Item 5.
Item 8 = Item 3 divided by Item 5.
Item 9 = Item 4 divided by Item 5.
Item 10 = Item 3 divided by Item 6.
Item 11 = Item 4 divided by Item 6.
Item 12 is obtained from the indicator diagrams.
Items 13, 14, 15, and 16 are average data from the tests.
Item 17 = Item 3 multiplied by the difference between Items 2
and 1 and by the specific heat of air at constant pressure (0.24), the
values recorded being the nearest tens.
Item 18 is selected from the curves representing the air con-
sumption per indicated horse power for various throttle temperatures,
Figs. 13 and 14, since these values are possibly somewhat more con-
sistent than the results of the individual test at 100 degrees tem-
perature at the throttle; wherefore these values do not agree exactly
with the items given under Item 8.
Item 19 ý Item 3 divided by Ite•ni 18.
Item 20 = Item 5 minus Item 19.
Item 21 = Item 17 divided by Item 20.
Item 22 the heat equivalent of one horse power per hour
(2546 B.t.u.) divided by Item 21.
Item 23 = ( 14.7 0'"
(Item 1 + 14.7
No attempt lias been made to determine the ideal efficiency of
the tests based upon incomplete expansion of the air. For some of
the tests the value of Item 23 is therefore somewhat high.*
Item 24 = Item 22 divided by Item 23. For the reason stated
under Item 23, the value of Item 24 is in some cases slightly smaller
than would have been the case had the ideal efficiency for incomplete
expansion been computed.
* See Section 5, Case II, for complete adiabatic expansion, which represents the
maximum attainable thermal efficiency.
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Item 25 is obtained from the curves representing the air con-
sumption per brake horse power per hour for the various throttle
temperatures. These values were selected for the reason stated under
Item 18.
Item 26 = Item 3 divided by Item 25.
Item 27 = Item 6 minus Item 26.
Item 28 = Item 17 divided by Item 27.
Item 29 = Item 20 multiplied by 1000 and divided by Item 17.
Item 30 = Item 27 multiplied by 1000 and divided by Item 17.
Item 31 = 1000 divided by the product of 13 000 and 0.6 and
Item 29.
Item 32 = 1000 divided by the product of 13 000 and 0.6 and
Item 30.
Item 33 = 1000 divided by the product of 20 000 and 0.8 and
Item 29.
Item 34 = 1000 divided by the product of 20 000 and 0.8 and
Item 30.
The steam chest temperatures, Item 13, show a surprising drop
between the temperature at the throttle and the point in the steam-
chest where these temperatures were taken. The amount of drop
decreases rapidly with the lowering of the throttle temperature. As
the steam chest thermometer was placed in a thermometer well, it
is probable that in the first twenty-one tests these differences are
too great. This well was later removed and replaced by a stuffing-
box through which the thermometer was passed, thus giving the
temperature by direct contact between the bulb and the heated air
as it passed to the steam ports of the engine. The drop of tempera-
ture is greater the earlier the cut-off, and decreases with later cut-off.
For cut-off at 25 per cent of the stroke a difference of 40 to 50
degrees may be expected between throttle and steam chest temperatures
when the throttle conditions are 100 pounds gage pressure and 400
degrees Fahrenheit. Exhaust temperatures, Item 14, are particularly
unsatisfactory. The thermometer could not be placed near enough
to the exhaust port of the engine to give the reading there and the
temperature in the exhaust pipe was affected both by the room tem-
perature and the exhaust pipes of other engines.
The heat required to raise the weight of air used in a particular
test from 100 degrees Fahrenheit to the temperature maintained at
the throttle, Item 17, does not include the loss of heat from the air
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pipe between the reheater and the throttle. Due to its low specific
heat and heat content, the drop in temperature of air flowing in a
pipe is large. If the reheater is located I feet from the throttle valve,
the temperature, tr, required at the reheater to maintain a temperature,
t,, at the throttle may be computed by the following equation:
log, (, - t) = 1 2 M c + log, (t, - to)
in which
to = temperature of the freezing point, 32 degrees Fahrenheit;
d = diameter of pipe in inches;
I = length of pipe in feet;
m = weight of air flowing per hour;
cp specific heat of air at constant pressure, (0.24);
k = coefficient of heat loss in B.t.u.per square foot of surface per
degree difference between the air inside the pipe and
that outside; approximately 3 for uncovered pipe
and 0.6 for covered pipe.
The solution of a specific problem by means of the foregoing equa-
tion will show the great importance of locating the reheater as near
the engine as possible, and of carefully insulating the connecting pipe
and fittings.
The air-rates per indicated horse power per hour for various
throttle temperatures are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The former
includes the data from tests 1 to 16 inclusive and 22 to 47 inclusive;
the latter, tests 48 to 59 inclusive, made after the engine was well
"worn in" and with a room temperature 20 degrees higher than in
the earlier tests. The air rate in pounds per indicated horse power
per hour for various throttle temperatures and gage pressures is
shown in Fig. 15. The air rates per brake horse power per hour
for various throttle temperatures are shown in Fig. 16. Some of
these data are shown in an even more interesting manner in Fig. 12
in which the various pressure curves are drawn with mechanical effi-
ciencies as ordinates and throttle temperatureg as abscisse.
It was expected that there would be some improvement in the
mechanical efficiency with increasing air temperatures, but the extent
of this improvement was such as to astonish everyone concerned with
the tests. With a throttle temperature of 400 degrees Fahrenheit and
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FIG. 13. Ai•l CONSUMPTION PER INDICATED HORSE POWER PER H1OUR
FOR VARious THROTTLE TEMPERATURES
a pressure of 100 pounds gage, mechanical efficiencies of 89.2 to 93.7
per cent were obtained; and with a throttle temperature of 100 degrees
Fahrenheit and the same pressure, the mechanical efficiencies varied
from 75.7 to 85.4 per cent. The lowest recorded mechanical efficiency
is that of test 16, its value being only 59.8 per cent. It .should be
noted that in nearly every test the gain in brake horse power through
reheating is greater than the gain in indicated horse power. Tables
9 and 10 present the high and low mechanical efficiencies obtained
under various conditions of operation.
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Items 31 and 32 (Table 7) present the computed weights of fuel
consumed per hour for each indicated and brake horse power gained
by reheating. Because of conditions discussed in the preceding para-
graph, the weight of fuel per brake horse power per hour is less than
that required per indicated horse power. While the weight of fuel
required per brake horse power per hour fluctuated considerably for
different tests, it should be noted that in several tests values of less
than one pound of fuel were obtained. Few devices for converting
heat into work can show equally satisfactory results.
TemperoAIre 7/ T47 rot/e /i7 degrees F
FIG. 14. AIR CONSUMPTION PER INDICATED HORSE POWER PER HOUR
FOR VARIOUS THROTTLE TEMPERATTTRER
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Pressure 1i? Pounds per sq. w- , S 'gage)
FlI(. 15. AIR CONSUMPTION PER INDICATED HORSE POWER PER HTOUR
FOR VARIOUS THROTTLE TEMPERATUIES AND GA() E P1RESSURES
THE REHEATING 01F (OMI'RESSED AIR
Tempers/are a/ Thro// /h V egrees r.
Fjli. 16. AIR CONSUMPTION PER BRAKE HORSE POWER PER HIOUiR FOR
VARIOUS THROTTLE TEMPERATURES
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V. TESTS OF ENGINE USING MIXTURES OF AIR AND STEAM
AS THE WORKING FLUID
19. Purposes of Tests.-The primary purpose of this series of
tests of air-steam mixtures was the determination of the efficiency
resulting from the use of steam as a medium for reheating compressed
air; the secondary purpose was the devising of methods of testing
which might be applicable in a more complete study of the subject,
to be undertaken after the present general investigation.
20. Method of Conducting Tests.-While the plant described in
Section IV was employed in these tests, with the condenser in service,
the use of steam necessitated several changes in the methods of testing
from those employed with air. The air from the compressor was
delivered to the mixing chamber immediately above the throttle
valve at a temperature which was maintained as nearly as possible at
100 degrees Fahrenheit; at this point steam was injected into the
air until the required conditions of pressure and ratio of air to
steam were obtained. To secure these conditions the running of from
one to three preliminary tests was necessary. Before making these
trial tests, an estimate was made to determine the approximate weight
of air and steam required for a given mixture with the engine cut-off
at 25 per cent of the stroke. The valve in the air line was regulated
until the Venturi meter showed the correct flow of air, when steam
was admitted in sufficient quantity to give the required pressure at
the throttle. The plant was operated with these valve adjustments
until the condenser was discharging steadily and other conditions
were constant. When the weight of condensate showed the desired
ratio of air and steam the test was started and continued for one hour.
In this test series much less time was required for securing
thermal equilibrium in the cylinder and steam chest than in the air
tests. The thermometers at the throttle, in the steam chest, and in
the exhaust pipe quickly reached definite constant temperatures which
were maintained as long as conditions were kept uniform. Thus,
despite the fact that considerable time was required for the adjust-
ment of the mixture, the preparatory run was generally no longer
than when air alone was used.
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The pressure at the throttle and the load on the brake were kept
constant by frequent adjustment throughout the test. The following
observations were taken as indicated:
(1) Temperature at throttle (every 10 minutes)
(2) Temperature in steam chest (every 10 minutes)
(3) Revolutions per minute (every 10 minutes)
(4) Pressure in mixing chamber (every 10 minutes)
(5) Temperature in mixing chamber (every 10 minutes)
(6) Temperature of air before entering mixing chamber (every
10 minutes)
(7) Temperatures in throttling steam calorimeter (every 10
minutes)
(8) Venturi manometer (every 2 minutes)
(9) Pressure of air before entering mixing chamber (every 10
minutes)
(10) Temperature in exhaust pipe (every 10 minutes)
(11) Temperature of condensate (every 10 minutes)
(12) Room temperature (taken twice per test)
(13) Barometric pressure (taken once per test)
(14) Weight of condensate from condenser
(15) Weight of condensate from mixing chamber
The total steam admitted is determined in three parts: first, that
which is condensed in the mixing chamber and there separated from
the remaining mixture; secon'd, that which is condensed in the
condenser; and third, that which is contained in the air saturated
with water vapor leaving the condenser at atmospheric pressure and
the temperature maintained in the condenser. With an ample
supply of cold condensing water and a consequent low exhaust tem-
perature, the actual weight of moisture in the exhaust from the
condenser is small. For great precision in measuring the steam
supplied, the weight of vapor in the air entering the mixing chamber
should be subtracted from the total weight of steam determined as
described above. Because of difficulty in determining the exact condi-
tion of the compressed air in the air main, and the fact that the error
in weight of steam should be small even though the air was initially
saturated, the air for the sake of simplicity was assumed to be dry.
With the air supply at 75 pounds per square inch absolute and 100
degrees Fahrenheit, the error due to this assumption is approximately
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2 per cent of the weight of vapor in the exhaust air at 200 degrees
Fahrenheit and a small fraction of one per cent of the total weight of
steam used in the process.
21. Discussion of Observed and Calculated Data.---The heat
content per pound of steam added was determined from the calori-
meter data Items 7 and 8, Table 11, and recorded as Item 10; this
multiplied by the total condensate, Item 15, of the same table, which
is the sum of the condensate from the condenser, the condensate from
the separator, and the moisture carried away in the air, gives the
total heat energy in the steam added. While it may seem that Item
4 of Table 12, which gives the total steam in terms of equivalent dry
steam at the throttle pressure, should be obtained by dividing the total
heat energy in the steam by the heat content of dry steam at throttle
pressure, this is not the case. Although in all of these computations
the air was supposed to be delivered to the mixer at 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, Item 6, Table 11, shows that this was not actually true.
A correction was therefore necessary. If the air entered the mixer
below 100 degrees Fahrenheit more steam was actually used than if
it had entered at the standard temperature; hence the heat required
to raise the air used in the test from the temperature entering the
mixer to 100 degrees Fahrenheit was subtracted from the total heat
of the steam used. Similarly when the air entered the mixer at a
temperature above 100 degrees Fahrenheit less steam was actually
used than when the air temperature was 100 degrees; hence the
correction was added. The total heat thus corrected and divided by
the heat content of dry steam at throttle pressure gives Item 4 of
Table 12. By means of this correction it is possible in subsequent
calculations to disregard the actual temperature of the air entering
the mixer. From the previous air tests, air-rates per indicated horse
power and brake horse power are known.
The manometer readings, Item 4, Table 11, are very small when
the per cent of steam in the mixture is large. When the air con-
sumption was small the mercury in the manometer was replaced by
water which clearly showed small differences of pressure. In the
table these pressures were converted from the observed heights of
the column of water to heights of a column of mercury. From Item
6 of Table 12 it is seen that after all corrections were made the ratio
of the -steam used to the total mixture often deviated considerably
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TABLE 12
OBSERVED VALUES AND COMPUTED RESULTS FOR.ENGINE TESTS WITH AIR-STEAM MIXTURiES
5 6H~ 7 9 S 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
Total Air
Total
Steam. Total
Pressure u, ft. Terma Mixture Dry
at Throttle Free Air of Dry lb per hr Steam
lb. per i per bmin. Steam (Item 3 in •lofin. narg) (60° F, lb. per hr. (Ps, in + Mixtire
14.7 lb . Item 1) Item 4)
petreq. in lb. per hr
SAba.)
Temperature (de. F.)
Mixture In Steam At
at Throttle Chest Exhaust
B. t.a.
i I * i '
:  
IAdded b a ipi e ih ! i ir h. h. p. hr.
B , t . i. h. p. hr. i h p hr. 1 ' O tnahe t u Ib. Dry , b. h. p. hr. b. h. p hru Ie ir Req per Obtainble ," " Ste. p am Enginea i ,h.p. Per Cent h fmna p. Rq r Engine h e btiab .h p. Per Cent
SFree Air i hFree Air p a p hr Req per . btiable i.p. rn Air h p. ier ea Otai Obtab , h. h, Per Cent ini
permin. Air Steam Miture per min. Air Steam Mixture Barom- 
o m  
Het 
h  
rom Air Added i h. p. hr. Ud per Wate- from Using Air Gained Gain p hr. (Item 3) Added b. hp hr ed Water- e from Using Air Gained Gaint
bMech. per i hp lb. per hr lb per hr. lb. per hr, perb h p. lb. per hr. lb. per hr lb. per br eter (in r Content at m 3) by Steam Added i h b Rate Steam and Stea by iine (Item 32 0 F a Stem Added b br. Steam and tam by Mii (Item 42S . p . Efficiency (62 F., per i. hp. per i. h. p. per i. h. p. (62F. per b.h. per b h perb. h.p. Mercury) F of Steam in F (tem 10 bySteam Added Pre e (Item ! Seperateal y (Item II Praure (Itm li team Aded Pr urea (Item 4) Separately (Item 11
S14.7b. b. ( ) Item 4- pa d Item 23 (Item Item 1 (Item 4 (Item 25 : It Item 31) an in Item 1 I ltm 2.1 (em 4 e (Item 4 (Item 3 Le Item 411
persq.in. er . ! Heat of Preure tem  Item 25) + , 25% + i + em 3 Pre1 e (Item 3 Item 351) .- - Item 41)
Abt.) iAb) Liquid at ( I Itm 2 Item 29)) Item 30) t o T 3) Item 4)
tem uto Item 29) Item 30) Iem4 Item Item3) Cut-offemp.
Temp.
100 144 854 112 701i 14 6 234 231 128 21.48 1990 92.6 6.65 30.3 5.2 3i.5 7.16 32.7 5.6 38 3 29.3 81 122 010 45.3 14 36 7 12 17 120 157 271 414 |1850 298 544 1197 7 93 15 0 141 20.0 87 184 40 25 6 A10
100 113 522 177 701 252 268 26 158 21.42 20.00 93,2 5.32 24.3 8.3 32.6 5.72 2601 8,9 3510 29.3 83 187 930 45.3 11.50 9,92 18 940 17.8  27.12 6,55 18.05 3,37 187 44 116 1o0 18 050 17f 29 0 6811 1715 4290 27.2 A S- ](x20
100 9s 444 220 664 331 284 282 171 21.56 20.00 92.9 4 51 20.6 10.2 30.8 4,87 22.2 110 33,2 29.3 86 230850 453 981 1175 19660 187 27.1 8 13 1794 362 20 2 544 818 11 82 19521 lS 29 0 760 1578 422 2 7 A 8 100 )
100 73 334 206 630 470 302 300 185 21.66 20.44 94.5 3.37 15-5 13.6 2'.I 3.57 16.3 14.5 30.8 29.5 78 306500 453 7.38 1428 21410 207 27.1 10.92 1830 3.36 183 544 .15 1 29 21 411 20.7 29 0 10 201 35 4.09 250 A -S-100
100 43 197 423 620 682 321 319 201 22.44 2070 92.2 1.92 88 18,8 2706 2.08 9.5 20.4 29.9 29.5 78 431500 45.3 435 18.09 23 810 23.4 271 1562 1997 2.47 12 4 544 .t62 17.08- 252501 21.8 29 0 1460 1822 2.48 13 A-S-100-7i
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100 0 0 622 100.0 338 338 212 22.92 2140 934 000 0.0 27.1 . .. 0.00 0.0 290 .... 29.5 81 627500 . . .... 22.92 27230 27.1 27.1 .. . . ... 21.40 29 430) 29.0 29 0 . 100
80 129 586 7 673 129 222 218 125 1745 1570 90.1 7 37 33,6 5.0 3.6 8.18 373 5.5 42.8 29.4 70 95350 48.0 12.19 5.26 18 100 16.5 28.9 301 5,20 225 148 8 96 06 15700 : 143 31 278 1242 328 264 A S- 80-10
80
so  
107 491 110 ll 19.5 244 241 147 1690 15.68 92.9 6.34 29.0 7.1 3.1 6.85 31.3 7.6 389 29.4 69 127 240 480 10.19 671 19 020 177 28.9 4.12 14 31 2 59 18 I 508 8 09 7,59 6Il 780 157 313 3 81 1190 378 31 8 A-S- 8020
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Designatinn
A-8-100-i1
A -100-120-S- 19-20
A-S-100-30
A-S-100 5O)
A-S-100 75
A- - 80-10
A-I- 80-20
A - 80-22.3
A- S- 8- 30
A-S- M -,t )
A-S- 80-75
A S- 80-80
S- 6?
A-S- 60-10
A tS 60-20
A-S- 6-30
A-S- 60--50
A-S- 60-7.
A-8- 60-80
S- 60
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from the predetermined ratio as shown by the last number of the test
designation. This deviation, however, caused no difficulty. Items
7 and 8 show that the temperature difference between the throttle and
the steam chest is small compared with that found when air alone is
used. Even a small quantity of steam, 10 to 15 per cent of the mix-
ture, will make this difference 4 degrees Fahrenheit or less; in the
air tests at high temperatures this difference was often more than
40 degrees.
Item 6, the per cent of steam in the mixture, 'plotted against Item
7, the temperature at the throttle, for each total pressure gives the
curves shown in Fig. 17. These curves suggest a method for regulating
the proportions of the mixture without weighing the condensate.
With a given cut-off and brake load, and for a specified total pressure,
the valves in the air and steam lines can be adjusted to give the
temperature at the throttle which results from the desired mixture.
In these air-steam tests the exhaust temperature, Item 9, is
reliable and probably in no case is it more than 1 or 2 degrees in
error. In all these tests it was considerably above the temperature
of the atmosphere and surrounding objects; when steam alone was
used, exhausting at atmospheric pressure, the thermometer read 212
degrees Fahrenheit. These exhaust temperatures show that the steam
contained in an air-steam mixture is used more efficiently than it
would be in a non-condensing steam plant; and, in the case of mix-
tures having small percentages of steam, it is used with efficiencies
comparable to those obtained with condensing engines. In test A-S-
100-10 the exhaust temperature was 128 degrees Fahrenheit, which is
the temperature that would result in a condensing plant maintaining
a 25 inch vacuum. The exhaust temperature may be regarded as a
measure of the condenser effect produced from the use of mixtures
of air and steam, resulting from the fact that. the total exhaust
pressure is the sum of the partial pressures of the steam and air.
When even a small quantity of steam was admitted to the cylinder
with the air the difficulties with lubrication and the excessive internal
friction were overcome, as shown by the indicated and brake horse
power, Items 10 and 11. The difference between these items gives a
friction horse power of about 1.5 for 100 pounds, 1.4 for 80 pounds,
and 1.2 for 60 pounds. In the air tests with serial numbers 22-31 and
48-51, in which the air was 400 degrees at the throttle, about the same
indicated horse power was developed as in the air-steam tests at 100
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pounds gage. Iii the air tests, however, the friction horse power
was 1.7, showing that even with 400 degrees at the throttle the internal
friction was not quite reduced to its minimum value, which, when
the engine was developing 21 indicated horse power with 100 pounds
pressure at the throttle, may le taken as 1.5 horse power.
Item 12 shows that when the load is nearly constant the me-
chanical efficiency does not vary with the per cent of steam in the
mixture. When the initial pressure is decreased and the cut-off
kept constant there is a slight decrease in the efficiency due to
decrease of the load, as follows:
Pressure at Average Mechanical
Trottle (gage) Average i.h.p. Efficiency
100 21.98 93.1
80 17.23 92.2
60 12.19 90.7
The air, steam, and mixture rate per indicated horse power given
in Items 14, 15, and 16 are plotted to per cent of mixture in Figure!s
18, 19, 20. In each figure, curve (2) represents the air weight, curve
(3) the steam weight, and curve (1) the weight of the mixture.
Curve (1) is therefore the summation curve of curves (2) and (3).
Figure 21 is the curve (1) of Figures 18, 19, and 20 drawn to a
larger scale. It is unnecessary to plot the corresponding curves for
brake horse power since the air and steam consumption per brake
horse power per hour may be obtained from these curves by dividing
particular values for a given pressure by the average mechanical
efficiency for that pressure as shown above.
22. Economic Results.-The presentation of the economic effects
resulting from mixing air and steam begins with Item 23, which
gives the total heat above the exhaust temperature of the equivalent
steam supplied during the test. This is the total heat chargeable
to the engine, since the condensed exhaust steam is assumed to be used
as boiler feed water. In Item 25 the indicated horse power per hour
obtainable from the air in the mixture if used alone at 100 degrees
Fahrenheit is found by dividing Item 3 by Item 24,which is the air-rate
per indicated horse power at the given throttle pressure and 100 de-
grees Fahrenheit determined from air tests. Subtracting Item 25 from
Item 10 gives the indicated horse power which may be assumed to
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FIG. 18.- CONSUMPTION OF AIR, STEAM, AND MIXTURE PER INDICATED
HORSE POWER PER HOUR FOR DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF STEAM
AND MIXTURE; THROTTLE PRESSURE 100 LB. PER SQ. IN.
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FIG. 19. CONSUMPTION OF AIR, STEAM, AND MIXTURE PER INDICATED
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FIG. 20. CONSUMPTION OF AIR, STEAM, AND MIXTURE PER INDICATED
HORSE POWER PER HOUR FOR DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF STEAM
AND MIXTURE; THROTTLE PRESSURE 60 LB. PER SQ. IN.
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FIG. 21. CONSUMPTION OF AIR, STEAM, AND MIXTURE PER INDICATED HORSE
POWER PER HOUR FOR DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF STEAM AND MIXTURE
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he chargeable to the steam in the mixture. Items 27 and 28 give tthe
cost of the added horse power in tenrms of British thermal units and
pounds of dry steam. These two items increase steadily as the per
cent of steam is increased. With 15 per cent of steam in the mixture
the number of British thermal units required per indicated horse
power per hour added is slightly more than one-half the number
required per indicated horse power per hour when steam alone is
used. Again, comparing the tests with 15 per cent steam with air
tests at the same pressure, it is seen that the number of British thermal
units required per indicated horse power per hour added in the case
of air-steam mixtures is about twice as great as the number required
per indicated horse power per hour gained by reheating air alone.
Figure 22 shows the characteristics here discussed.
Per C'e/7/ 5"eamn //9 /^'t/ure
F'I. 22. HEAT REQUIRED PER ADDITIONAL INDICATED HORSE POWER
PER HOUR FOR DIFFERENT THROTTLE PRESSUIES AND
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF STEAM IN MIXTlUE
Item 29 shows the best obtainable steam consumption in pounds
per indicated horse power per hour, with cut-off at 25 per cent of
the stroke and an initial pressure equal to the total initial pressure of
the mixture in a particular test, as determined in a series of tests
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using steaim alone. If the engine had been operated at full load
under the conditions specified in Item 29 until the weight of steam
given in Item 4 was used, the number of indicated horse power hours
shown in Item 30 would have been obtained. By a similar process
the number of indicated horse power hours which could have been
secured with the actual weight of air used in a particular test is
given in Item 25. Therefore the sum of Items 25 and 30, Item 31,
represents the power which could have been realized in the engine
tested if the air and steam in the mixture had been used separately.
The actual power secured from the mixture of air and steam in a
particular test is shown under Item 10. Hence the difference between
Items 10 and 31, Item 32, is the gain in power, in indicated horse
power hours, which results when the engine is operated with the
given mixture of the air and steam. Through this method of reasoning
it is evident that the mixture of the air and steam affords a thermo-
dynamic advantage over the use of the separate ingredients amounting
to as much as 20.2 per cent, based on indicated horse power, (Test
A-S-100-30), or 39.6 per cent based on brake horse power, (Test
A-S-60-10).
By a similar process of calculation the economic results of the
tests, based on brake horse power, are calculated and presented in
Table 12 under Items 34 to 43 inclusive.
The astonishing results of these tests of air-steam mixtures must
not be construed as an argument for the use of such a medium in
the generation of power. If the air is compressed by a steam driven
compressor the total steam consumlption per horse power produced
by an engine using a mixture of air and steam would probably be
greater than through the use of steam alone, when the steam used
in the compressor is included. When, however, a supply of compressed
air is available and is umed for generating power, and steam is also
available, the mixture of the two affords a distinct advantage over
the use of air alone or of steam alone if the cost of compressing the
air is disregarded.
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VI. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
23. Reheaters and Reheating.-
(a) Commercial types of small external combustion re-
heaters will under favorable conditions and when operated at
their best capacity supply 60 per cent of the heat in the fuel to
the compressed air.
(b) The efficiency is dependent upon the design of the
heating surface and its relation to the furnace or fire-pot. The
maximum efficiency in improperly designed apparatus may be
very low. Heating surface in direct contact with the fire-pot is
three times as effective as such surface not in direct contact with
the fire or very close to it.
(c) Internal combustion reheaters may attain efficiencies
of 80 per cent or more when operating at their best capacity with
reheated air temperatures of approximately 400 degrees Fahren-
heit.
(d) The efficiencies of all types of reheaters decrease rap-
idly when the reheater is operated at low capacities. The size of
the reheater should therefore be carefully selected with reference
to the average capacity demanded by the service.
(e) The results of this investigation indicate that a chimney
draft of from 0.15 to 0.25 inches of water is essential for the
best results.
(f) One thousand pounds of air per hour or 219 cubic feet
of free air per minute can be heated through a range of 100
degrees Fahrenheit-with 31/4 to 31/2 pounds of fuel whose calorific
value is 13 000 British thermal units per pound.
(g) To avoid excessive losses of heat the reheater must be
installed as close as possible to the motor it serves.
24. Expansive Use of Reheated Air.-
(a) With the particular engine employed in this investiga-
tion operating with a cut-off at one-quarter stroke the air con-
sumption per indicated horse power per hour decreases as follows,
as the air temperature rises from 100 degrees to 400 degrees
Fahrenheit:
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With an initial gage pressure of 100 pounds per square
inch the air consumption varies from approximately 45
pounds to 33 pounds, or from 10 cubic feet to 7.3 cubic feet
of free air per minute.
With an initial gage pressure of 80 pounds per square
inch the air consumption varies from approximately 48
pounds to 35.23 pounds or 10.5 cubic feet to 7.73 cubic feet
of free air per minute.
With an initial gage pressure of 60 pounds per square
inch the air consumption varies from approximately 51.1
pounds to 38.3 pounds, or 11.1 to 8.45 cubic feet, of free
air per minute.
(b) Similarly the air consumption per brake horse power
per hour with other conditions as given above varies as follows:
at 100 pounds gage pressure, from 58.3 pounds to 36.2
pounds per hour, or from 12.77 cubic feet to 7.93 cubic feet
of free air per minute;
at 80 pounds gage pressure, from 63.35 pounds to 39.45
pounds per hour, or from 13.9 cubic feet to 8.65 cubic feet
of free air per minute;
at 60 pounds gage pressure, from 76.43 pounds to 45.84
pounds per hour, or 16.7 cubic feet to 10 cubic feet of free
air per minute.
(c) Air at 400 degrees Fahrenheit will yield the same brake
power with two-thirds the compressor capacity and steam con-
sumption required when the air is used at 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) When air is reheated from 100 degrees to 400 degrees
Fahrenheit an indicated horse power per hour is gained by the
expenditure of approximately 8700 to 9300 British thermal units,
or 1.15 pounds of fuel, whose heating value is 13 000 British
thermal units, burned in the reheater with 60 per cent efficiency.
The heat required for the first 100 degree rise in temperature is
particularly effective. In this range an indicated horse power
was gained by the addition of about 7700 British thermal units
or less than one pound of fuel.
(e) Reheating the air from 100 degrees to 400 degrees
Fahrenheit permits the gain of a brake horse power per hour with
an expenditure of heat as low as 8500 British thermal units. In
Test 3-100-200-15 a brake horse power was gained with an ex-
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penditure of only 7035 British thermal units or about 0.9 pounds
of fuel. Test 44-60-200-25 shows an even more astonishing result
for a rise of temperature of 100 degrees only.
(f) For the initial pressures employed in these tests the
highest efficiencies were obtained when the cut-off was at about
one-quarter of the stroke. Complete expansion does not show
equally good results.
(g) The use of reheated air leads to an improvement in
lubrication, an astonishing increase in mechanical efficiency, and
the prevention of ice formation in motors using air expansively.
In practice the chief reason for the use of reheaters is the pre-
vention of interference with the operation of the motor through
the accumulation of ice in the exhaust pipe.
25. Use of Steam for Reheating Air.-
(a) Steam is a convenient medium for reheating air, and
a mixture of air and steam containing as little as 10 per cent of
steam will entirely prevent the operating difficulties experienced
when cold air is used in expansion motors through defective
lubrication and the formation of ice in the exhaust pipe.
(b) A greater amount of work is obtained through the use
of a mixture of air and steam than could be realized by the separate
use of the same weights of each of the two substances. When the
steam constitutes 15 to 20 per cent of the mixture there is a gain
of from 16 to 20 per cent in the indicated horse power, and of
from 25 to 35 per cent in the brake horse power of the engine.
An increase in the weight of steam in the mixture reduces the
gain.
(c) A much greater expenditure of heat is required per
horse power gained when steam is used than is necessary with
other methods of reheating.
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